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THE treatment customarily adopted1 for analysing the propagation of light 
in optically active crystals is somewhat lengthy and cumbersome, and is even 
so not free from approximation : its mathematical complexity being perhaps 
partly the reason why an alternative quasi-theoretical analysis not involving 
the electromagnetic theory is sometimes u ~ e d . ~ , ~  A concise yet logical 
treatment of the problem is, however, easily possible without the introduc- 
tion of any fresh physical hypothesis-as will be shown in this paper. 

We have merely to remember that for an electromagnetic wave inside 
a crystal, it is the dielectric displacement vector D (the ' vibration '), and not 
the electric intensity E which necessarily lies on the wave-front. Hence 
we seek to express E in terms of D, rather than vice-versa. Even for the case 
of optically inactive crystals, such a procedure-though not commonly 
adopted-is known to simplify the theoretical treatment, as may be seen 
especially in the case of absorbing crystals4; and the geometric representation 
of the optical properties of a crystal by an index ell@soid follows directly 

- in the structure of such a presentation instead of having to be proved by 
indirect means later-as is usually done.6 

Any wave travelling in the crystal along an arbitrary direction ' z ' (con- 
veniently taken as being normal to the plane of the paper) may be specified 
by giving the x and y components of the D-vibration: Dx exp iw (t - z/v) 
and Dy exp iw (t - zlv). Here v is the velocity of the wave and the ratio 
(Dy/D,) completely defines the polarisation of the wave. Owing to the re- 
quirement that the vectors D and E must satisfy both Maxwell's relations 
as well as the characteristic polarisable property of the medium, only two 
specific waves can be propagated in the z-direction-the problem being to 
determine their velocities, vl and v2, and their states of polarisation 
(DY/DX)I and @ V / ~ ~ C ) B -  
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